Orders of Business:
I. Call meeting to order at 1 pm
II. Panhellenic Creed
III. IFC Creed
IV. Roll Call
V. Approval of Minutes
   a. Approval of minutes: No minutes to approve, SATA meeting last week
VI. Officer Reports
   a. President: Katie DeCou
      i. Busing standards
         1. DUI’s and unsafe driving
         2. Pre and post beach parties, where does chapter liability end
         3. MIP’s MIC’s
   b. President: Jimmy Trumbull
      i. None
   c. VP Programming: Amanda Castillo
      i. Greek week delegates must be present (2 delegates)
      ii. By next week: 15 names for people in the relay races
   d. VP Programming Sam Littlefield
      i. Greek Week Update: 17 days away!
   e. Recruitment Team:
      VP Recruitment Operations: Brittany Swicord
      VP Recruitment Programming: Katherine Curtis
      VP Membership: Kirk Leopoldo
   f. VP Public Relations: Kaitlin Kikalo
   g. VP Communications: Mark Barnett
   h. VP Community Development: Hannah Dixon
      i. VP Philanthropy/Community Service: Zina Zaia*****
      i. In addition to writing letters, $250 per chapter raising money
   j. Special Events & Philanthropy: Nate King
   k. VP Administration: JuliAnn Machschefes
   l. VP Administration: Henry Huang
      i. Chapter rosters are due TODAY, by 5pm
      ii. Dues for each chapter will be due on March 15th (2 weeks)
      iii. New member scholarship applications are up

I. Advisor Reports
   a. Advisor Katelin Rae
   b. Advisor Mandy Womack
II. Unfinished Business
   a. None.
III. New Business
a. Discussion for busing policy
   i. GPB: Keep same policy but keep in mind that it does cause difficulties for some individuals. Chapter is responsible for their members whether they go to the beach or not.
   ii. PKT: Leave from where you live but there is tendency of people heading down to the beach after an event. If we provide the additional beach bus we can avoid situations of DUI’s or drunk driving, etc.
   iii. ADP: Does not support PKT’s idea because it enables drunk driving, etc. The chapter does not coordinate that. People can make their own choices.
   iv. KKG: National guidelines say we can’t do anything with a beach bus at all
   v. AXO: Agree with current policy.
   vi. DTD: There should be a way to get members from campus to the beach. Responsible drinking (drinking will happen), need to be surrounded by those who care for you. Risk manager should be in charge of individuals.
   vii. AP: Coordinating a system of girls who can drive (sober sisters and brothers). Where does liability end? Finally try to take people back to where they live. If a person decides to make bad decisions it would be on that person and not on that chapter.
   viii. KAT: Problem with sober sisters and sober brothers is the amount of people that are actually sober. Solution: start dances later, people are likely to go home and go to bed if it ends later. If other chapters are allowed to go to the beach after then they may be less inclined to do an event with KAT (because of their guidelines).
   ix. LXA: If they were to go to the beach they should have somewhere to go. Perhaps make liability end as soon as they step off the bus. Bus to campus, then option to get off there or go to the beach.
   x. BTP: Keep those accountable for their own actions (i.e. drunk driving)
   xi. SPE: Agree with BTP. Being under 21 should not inhibit people from going to the beach. Beach is not a bar.
   xii. FIJI: Keep the same system but if they want to go to the beach then they can.
   xiii. STP: Handle drunk driving as a chapter. Risk manage yourselves.
   xiv. Katie: Liability does not end after you get off the bus. Going to the beach is an enabler to continue partying.
   xv. PKT: Onar has said that liability ends after you step off the bus. Risk management: what you are trying to avoid and what things are realistic. Bus to the beach eliminates DUI’s and drunk driving. Stops good people from making a single, horrible mistake. It is nearly impossible to stop people from going to the beach from our, assumed dry, campus.
   xvi. Mandy: Liability does not actually end when you get off the bus, USD is not a dry campus. Limiting liability by taking people back to where they live.
   xvii. KAT: Drunk driving: we need a better solution. Many people are going back to the beach and ending up at the same place, which makes it a big target for MIC’s and MIP’s.
xviii. BTP: people will still try to get back to campus after trying to get to the beach. Not eliminating DUI’s and drunk driving.
xix. AXO: worries about people getting back to campus. Where does liability end? No sober sister driving plan (against guidelines).
xx. KAT: Talk to a cab company. Cheaper prices and safer.
xxi. DTD: Campus cab? It only works when there is no other option. Way to keep track of which members go where.
xxii. Katie: Think about this over spring break. PHC and IFC must pass a vote for a change.
xxiii. Motion to continue the discussion: Alpha Chi Omega, Second: Phi Kappa Theta. Majority to continue discussion for 5 minutes.
xxiv. AP: Cabs are a good idea but how is this helping liability? Agree members must go back to where they live. If a member from campus goes and gets an MIC at the beach, where does liability end?
xxv. PKT: You would have to call cabs.
xxvi. Katie: Depends on situation. Case by case. Liability is heavily endangered.
xxvii. GPB: Don’t really want a change in liability.
xxviii. KAT: Although we may not be legally liable, you are still liable for your brothers and sisters as individuals.
xxix. PKT: We must define what the liability is. You must be dropped off at the place you left from.
xxx. Katie: Worried about getting the problem off your hands when somebody is too drunk.
xxxi. Jimmy: You can’t say that there is no liability for the chapter.
xxxii. Katie: It is about keeping your members safe, not about liability as much.
xxxiii. Motion to amend the community standards:
• PKT: Motion to amend the bus standards to have each chapter designate their own bus standards. SPE seconds. Voting results: 5-8, motion failed.
b. GDB Issues
   i. Katie: Discussion about changing GDB procedure. Jimmy and Hannah are in charge of investigating all issues. Every chapter is available to go, except the chapter called in, specific questions? GDB is community led.
   ii. DTD: Should be slated positions, GDB is serious, possibly charter-ending, meet on IFC/PHC boards, more people present, appeals board with new people
   iii. AXO: Agree w/DTD, designated time for GDB hearings with designated person, designated person should be qualified (Jr. PHC delegates?), appeals process, 12 chapters should be present, GDB community workshop→what GDB is, go to every chapter and present
   iv. AP: making elected position, someone already showing leadership qualities, formal setting (formal attire),
v. KKG: slated position within chapter, committee of rotated people (alternates)
vi. GPB: appointed by exec board, not volunteer, new training sessions (spring)
vii. Katie: Not available for training sessions at the time
viii. Jimmy: Any changes will take effect in Fall
ix. PKT: Should be mandatory for 12 chapters to be present, appeals/review process should be created
x. ADP: One set time for GDB hearings, if you’re not available, don’t be apart of it
xi. BTP: Limit on review process, GDB as self-taught?
xii. STP: Elected position/designated time, formal setting (it’s a serious thing), GDB workshop
xiii. KAT: GDB education, formal setting, unrealistic to set specific time, some take much longer than allotted
xiv. LXA: Increase in quorum, holding accountable for perjury
xv. SPE: Can admin override GDB rulings?
xvi. Jimmy: No process at the moment, GDB ruling is final, sanctions are final
xvii. FIJI: Agreed with everyone
xviii. KAT: Certain amount trained each semester, rotating committee, GDB delegate should be in the know of PHC/IFC,
xix. Katie: Required to have 2 people trained, IFC/PHC exec & presidents not allowed to serve on GDB
xx. AP: Hearings on Sundays?
xxi. Katie: Set time may be fine for delegates, but not for reps who have to show up to hearing
xxii. LXA: Anything we can do for training for spring? We are down to one delegate.
xxiii. Jimmy: If we can, then it will happen.
xxiv. AXO: Also down to one delegate, schedule 2-3 different times, important that delegates know what they are getting into
xxv. Katie: Council get together to propose changes?
xxvi. Jimmy: Proposed changes go to university, we can’t change university policy
xxvii. AP: Who makes proposal to USD?
xxviii. Jimmy: Anyone, but form a GDB reform committee
xxix. Katie: Work on after spring break w/ IFC/PHC
xxx. AXO: Write up something soon and we can approve?
c. SATA (Alcohol)
   i. List of Solutions
   ii. PKT: BYOB event w/ AXO really successful, limited to beer, no one sent home, continue discussion from SATA into meeting

IV. Comments from the Audience
   a.

V. Good of the Order:

VI. Adjournment
   a. Motion to adjourn meeting: Delta Tau Delta moves; Alpha Delta Pi seconds
      i. Meeting adjourned at 2:11pm